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Executive Su
Executive Summary
The global banking industry shows many signs of renewed
health. The recovery from the financial crisis is complete,
capital stocks have been replenished, and banks have taken
an ax to costs. Yet profits remain elusive. For the seventh
consecutive year, the industry’s return on equity (ROE) is
stuck in a narrowly defined range, between 8 percent and the
10 percent figure that most consider the industry’s cost of
equity. At 8.6 percent for 2016, ROE was down a full
percentage point from 2015. Further, banks’ shares are
trading at low multiples, suggesting that investors have
concerns about future profitability. Several regions and
business lines have done better, and some institutions are
outperforming due to strategic clarity and relentless execution
on both their core businesses and their efforts to improve.
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In the 2017 edition of the McKinsey

yet fully digitized must explore the new

Global Banking Annual Review, new re-

tools at their disposal and build the

search suggests why performance is

skills in digital marketing and analytics

trending sideways and how banks can

that they need in order to compete ef-

change it for the better. Key findings in-

fectively. If most of the industry were to

clude:

do this, and not compete too much of

■ The variations in banks’ valuations
continue to be substantial, but the

reasons for the variation have shifted

it away, we estimate that banks would
add about $350 billion to their collective bottom line.

dramatically. In 2010, 74 percent of

This gain from digitization would lift the

the difference in valuations was due to

average bank’s ROE by about 2.5 per-

geography: banks with operations in

centage points — not enough to fully off-

hot markets were valued more highly.

set the 4-point drop. But no bank can

In 2017, geography accounts for just

afford to forego the benefits of digital,

39 percent of the difference. The rest

and individual banks can do much better

is due to the business model and its

than the average. A full-scale digital

execution, strategy, well-aligned initia-

transformation is essential, not only for

tives, and the other levers that banks

the economic benefits, but also because

command.

it will earn banks the right to participate in

■ In our 2015 review, we estimated the

impact of the digital threat. In this re-

the next phase of digital banking.
“Platform” companies such as Alibaba,

port, we update the estimate to ac-

Amazon and Tencent are reshaping one

count for a faster pace than we

industry after another, blurring sector

anticipated. As interest rates recover

boundaries as they seek to be all things

and other tailwinds come into play, the

to all people. If this integrated economy

industry’s ROE could reach 9.3 percent

begins to emerge in a bank’s market, it

in 2025. But if retail and corporate

could be an opportunity for those banks

customers switch their banking to digi-

that have built digital skills and rapid re-

tal companies at the same rate that

flexes. Banks that successfully orches-

people have adopted new technolo-

trate a basic “ecosystem” strategy, by

gies in the past, the industry’s ROE,

building partnerships and monetizing

absent any mitigating actions, could
fall by roughly 4 points, to 5.2 percent
by 2025.

■ Banks cannot afford to wait any longer

data, could raise their ROE to about 9 to
10 percent. Banks that can go further
and create their own platforms might
capture a small share of some non-bank-

to extract the potential of digital to in-

ing markets, which would elevate their

dustrialize their operations. As an es-

ROE to about 14 percent — far above the

sential first step, banks that have not

current industry average.
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The ecosystem strategy is not open to

digital transformation is a clear “no-re-

every bank; nor is it the only option.

grets” move to prepare for a digital and

Banks could also find success, though

data-driven world. As banks move from

less profit, with two other business mod-

their traditional focus on products and

els: a white-label balance sheet operator,

sales to customer-centric marketing, they

or a focused or specialized bank. But

should re-confirm that their source of dis-

should the integrated economy develop in

tinctiveness is still potent, design and de-

the way that many expect, a successful

liver an extraordinary customer

ecosystem strategy could be the key to a

experience, and build the digital capabili-

bright digital future for a number of banks.

ties needed not just for the next few years,

■

■

■

Regardless of a bank’s views on the
ecosystem economy, a comprehensive

but for the longer term. With those assets
in hand, banks will be ready when the
ecosystem economy arrives.
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Introduction
Introduction
Banks are striving to ensure that they are in the right
products, the right customer segments and the right
distribution channels. But perhaps the leading strategic
question of the day is how far and how fast to digitize the
bank, in light of both pressure from digital competitors and
customers’ deepening interest in digital banking. Our
previous research identified two major effects from new
digital entrants: the loss of the customer relationship and
margin erosion across retail segments. We see new
evidence of those trends — and they are happening faster
than we expected. Margins continue to fall worldwide. In
China, for example, they dropped 35 basis points in the
past two years, shaving 6.7 percentage points off ROE. In
North America, margins tightened by 46 bps, lowering ROE

6
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by 4.1 percentage points. Banks are also

This will place banks at the next strategic

losing share in some products, especially

crossroads: with ecosystems coming to

in emerging markets. And there is a new

life, should banks beat ‘em or join ‘em?

heavyweight competitor in town. “Plat-

The odds are seemingly against banks’

form” companies such as Amazon, Al-

ability to get the jump on the world’s most

ibaba and Tencent — all experts at the

advanced tech companies. But they have

digital experience — are staking a claim

some things going for them. When it

to banks’ customers and the revenues

comes to customers’ decisions about

and profits they represent.

where to place their money, research

It is a commonplace to observe that digitization is both a threat and opportunity.
But it is still true. Banks have yet to fully
deploy the vast digital toolkit that is now
available. Harnessing the new powers of
data-driven marketing, a digital workbench for sellers, robotic process automation, the cloud, APIs and apps, and
all the other tools now available is an essential step for most banks. But even this

shows that banks enjoy greater trust than
tech firms. And they have exclusive access — for now — to mountains of incredibly valuable customer data. Already
we are seeing early success stories from
around the world, as banks start to develop platform capabilities. It is not too
far-fetched to imagine a day when banks
will offer a range of services, reach a
vastly larger customer base, and succeed
at their digital rivals’ game.

will not be sufficient for many banks in
rapidly digitizing markets. Nor will it nec-

About this report

essarily fulfill customers’ now-stratos-

This is McKinsey’s seventh annual review

pheric expectations of their digital

of the global banking industry. It is based

providers. The platform companies are

on data and insights from Panorama,

hastening the creation of “ecosystems,” in

McKinsey’s proprietary banking and fin-

which they provide customers with intu-

tech research arm, as well as the experi-

itive and pleasing ways to shop for a wide

ence of clients and practitioners around

range of products and services through a

the world. The report begins with a survey

single access gateway. It is early days,

of the industry’s present state, followed by

but much of the global economy may

a review of the rapidly evolving digital bat-

eventually be reshaped by these ecosys-

tleground and a short-term playbook that

tems. Naturally, mileage may vary:

banks can use to defend their franchises.

ecosystems will not spring up at the same

The report concludes with a discussion of

pace, or to the same degree, in every

the need for a long-term ecosystem strat-

market. But where they do, banks will be

egy and the skills that banks will require

in the platform companies’ crosshairs.

for success in the new digital world.
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The State of
the Industry
The State of the Industry
The global banking industry1 in 2017 reminds us of an old
adage. When shown a partly-filled glass of water, an
optimist will say that it is half full, and a pessimist will say it
is half empty. But an engineer will say that the glass has
been built to the wrong specs. All three points of view are
relevant to the global banking industry today.

1

In this report, “global banking” and
“the banking industry” include
deposit-taking and lending
institutions and other banks whose
business is concentrated in
investment management, servicing
and processing. We do not include
pure asset or wealth managers, or
insurance companies.
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Exhibit 1

Banks’ costs
have consistently
dropped, and
cost-to-asset
ratio is
converging for
developed and
emerging
economies

Cost-to-assets ratio
Percent
2.10 2.1

Global
Total developed
Total emerging

2010

2014

2016

North America

62.3

65.3

60.9

1.5

Western Europe

61.1

64.7

67.8

1.5 1.5

United Kingdom

56.9

69.5

75.0

Japan

67.2

56.8

57.4

Other developed

51.0

51.9

54.1

China

40.7

37.2

31.5

Emerging Asia

47.9

47.7

48.1

Latin America

58.4

53.8

53.6

Other emerging

43.9

44.9

43.8

1.95

Developed world

1.8
1.80

1.7

1.65

1.7

1.7

1.6

1.6

1.6

1.5

1.6

1.5 1.5

1.7
1.6

1.50 1.6

1.6
1.5

1.35
Cost-to-income ratio1
Percent
66
63 61
57
57
54 46
45
42
0
2010
1

64
58
45

11

Cost-to-income ratio of major regions
Percent

65

65

58

58

45

12

44

13

63

64

64

56

55

54

43

42

14

15

40
2016

Emerging markets

NOTE: Cost-to-income ratio of developed market banks increased in the last two years; however, this is due to margin erosion that could not be offset by the advance in
cost efficiency

Source: McKinsey Panorama - Global Banking Pools, SNL - Based on a sample of ~1.000 largest banks in terms of assets

Half full
As a result of banks’ energetic efforts over
the past 8 years, many of the fundamentals underpinning the industry are in excellent shape. Banks’ capital reserves are
deeper today than at any time in recent
memory. The industry’s Tier 1 capital ratio
reached a decade high 12.4 percent in

Perhaps most importantly, costs are under
better control. The global cost-to-assets
ratio dropped from 1.7 percent in 2011 to
1.5 percent in 20162 (Exhibit 1). To be sure,
cost discipline varies considerably from
one region to the next, and not every market is making equal headway. But by and
large, the industry has made convincing
progress on lowering costs.

2016. The industry is awash in liquidity;

2

Note that cost-to-income has also
fallen, except in developed market
banks where it remained flat. Those
banks were effective at cutting costs,
but a fall in margins reduced income,
leading the ratio to rise.

worldwide, the loan-to-deposit ratio fell to

More good news has arrived from interest

93 percent in 2016, the lowest level in

rates that are, at long last, rising in many

decades, down from 99 percent 4 years

regions and promise to lift net interest in-

ago and from a high of 120 percent in

come. Money-market rates in the U.S. rose

2007. As evidence of the now solid foun-

from 17 bps in 2015 to 52 bps in 2016,

dation of U.S. banks, in June 2017 the

and according to many analysts, are

Federal Reserve gave a passing grade to
all 34 institutions that submitted stress

headed much higher. Rates are also increasing in many emerging markets.

tests. Stress tests in Europe have also

Finally, banks have made a lot of good

gone well. The industry is clearly safer.

news for themselves in the past year. Inno-

9
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vation is on the rise. As fintechs have

prices rose considerably, as animal spirits

struggled to scale, banks have entered into

returned to the sector. However, investor

a number of partnerships with them, and

enthusiasm has waned. As of August

several are already bearing fruit. Banks

2017, bank share prices had retreated

have invested heavily in their customers,

and were 10 percent below their June

and many are building compelling experi-

2015 peak (Exhibit 2). At the same time,

ences that will meet customers’ needs as

major stock markets rallied: from June

never before. Furthermore, a number of

2015 to August 2017, the S&P 500 index

institutions are effectively building new

rose 18 percent, while the FTSE 100 and

cultures, turning the page on disappoint-

the DAX each gained 10 percent.

ing experiences over the past decade.

In any event, it is probably a mistake to
read too much, positive or negative, into

Half empty

the gyrations of the stock market. Instead,

Until quite recently, the optimists had an-

consider the fundamentals. The pes-

other piece of prima facie evidence: a

simists note that while the industry has re-

broad-based rise in bank share prices.

gained much of its strength, it has yet to

After touching a low in early 2016, share

translate a solid foundation, strong cost

Exhibit 2

Fluctuating
market cap with
no significant
uplift

Global banking market capitalization
Market capitalization1
U.S.$ trillion

Regional banking market capitalization
Developed
markets

7

Emerging
markets

7.2
+49%
6.2

6

6.7
6.5

United States

-10%

6.5

6.0

5.1

5

4.8

4.4
4.3

4

4.2

4.3

3 3.2

3.7

4.1

3.2

0
Jan2012

1.9

Dec12

2.0

Dec13

2.4

2.8

2.3

Dec- Jun- Dec14 15 15

1

Based on a sample of listed banks available in SNL (~500 banks)

2

Between June 2015 and August 2017

NOTE: Numbers do not add up due to rounding
Source: SNL, McKinsey Panorama – Global Banking Pools

2.4

Dec16

2.4

Aug2017

Delta market
capitalization2
U.S.$ billion
30

1,590

2%

Emerging Asia

477

27

6%

Eastern Europe

88

17

19%

Latin America

154

14

9%

Canada

327

5

1%

Scandinavia

189

-16

-8%

74

-20

-27%

Core Europe

347

-25

-7%

Africa

2
1 1.7

Market capitalization
U.S.$ billion, June 2017

PIGS

324

-52

-16%

Other developed

615

-54

-9%

Japan

337

-67

-20%

Middle East

301

-110

-37%

United Kingdom

346

-117

-34%

1,296

-372

-29%

China
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discipline and other improvements into

called it a “new reality;” a few years later,

better results. Worldwide, banks earned

with a string of these lackluster perform-

an ROE of 8.6 percent in 2016, down a

ances under the industry’s belt, we have to

full percentage point from 2015 (Exhibit 3). conclude that the reality is here to stay.
And while share prices are higher than
Why is performance proving so hard to
they were a year ago, the rise has not
budge? Several factors are responsible,
done much to lift the industry’s price/book
starting with a slowdown in revenue
(P/B) ratio, which remains near historical
growth. While the trend line in Exhibit 5
lows for both developed markets (1.0) and
shows a nicely upward slant, the fact is
emerging economies (1.2).
that revenue growth has slowed dramatiA review of these metrics shows clearly

cally, with 2016’s 3 percent rate — half

that the recovery from the crisis has been

that of the previous 5 years.

tepid, rather like the broader economy to
which banking is closely tied. In fact, as

A long-running compression of margins

our colleagues first mentioned in the 2015

could be even more significant than slow-

edition of this report, the industry is

ing revenue growth. Globally, revenue

bogged down in a flat and uninspiring per-

margin declined by about 4 percent over

formance rut (Exhibit 4). At the time, we

the past three years, from 286 bps in 2014

ROE, 2002-2016
Percent

Price-to-book multiples1, 2002-2016

Exhibit 3

ROE and
price-to-book
are trending
sideways

Developed markets

Unsustainable
expansion Financial crisis

Unsustainable
expansion

New normal

Emerging markets

Financial crisis

New normal

3.2
17.4
2.4
14.9

15.5

15.2

2.1

2.1

1.9

2.1

2.0

1.9

2.0

1.7
1.8 1.9

12.0

1.3

1.6
9.3

9.2

1.2

9.6 9.6

1.4

1.4

1.0

9.4
8.0 8.2

1.1 1.3

1.0 1.0
1.1

8.6
0.7

6.5

0.9

1.2
1.0

1.0
1.0 0.9 0.9

0.7

4.9
2002 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 2016
1

2002 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 2017
August

Based on a sample of listed banks with >$2 billion in assets

NOTE: Book value does not exclude goodwill, as the data is available for only ~60% of covered banks
Source: Bloomberg, Compustat, Datastream, OECD, SNL, Thomson Reuters, McKinsey Panorama – Global Banking Pools
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Exhibit 4

A new reality is
firmly in place

Unsustainable
expansion
(2002–07)
Robust growth,
high ROE, high
multiples
Average ROE
Revenue growth

1

Emerging markets’ share
of revenue growth1
Tier 1 Ratio
Loan/deposit
Price/book value

Financial
crisis
(2008–11)
Slow growth,
ROE below COE,
low multiples

14.0%

7.3%

9.0%

16.8%

3.9%

5.3% 2

26.9%

69.0%

70.8% 2

10.5%

12.1%

12.4%

Developed 124.6%
Emerging
75.6%
Developed
2.2
Emerging
2.2

128.8%

105.8%

81.1%
1.0
1.7

77.0%
0.9
1.1
61.7%

Percent of banks trading Developed
below book value
Emerging

28.4%

66.0%

19.2%

27.9%

Primary driver of
economic growth

Volume

Risk cost

1

Revenues before risk cost

2

Fixed conversion rate, $ 2016

New reality
(2012–15)
Slow growth,
plateaued ROE and
multiples around 1,
improved costs

What’s next?
(2017-2020)
Same as now
plus innovation
drives growth

37.2%
Entering new
non-traditional
banking markets/
businesses

Operational
efficiency

Source: Thomson Reuters, SNL, McKinsey Panorama – Global Banking Pools

Exhibit 5

Global revenue
growth rate
slowed to 3% in
2016

Revenue before risk cost
U.S.$ billion, fixed 2016 FX rate

Growth rates
2010 to 2015
Percent

+3% p.a.
+6% p.a.

4,514

Growth rates
2015 to 2016
Percent

4,636

5.7

2.7

1,351

2.0

0.9

4,260
3,982
3,800
Global

3,425

North America

1,210

1,339

3,586

1,294
1,256
1,231

1,187
617

Western Europe

1

United Kingdom
Japan
Other developed 2
China
Emerging Asia 3
Latin America 4
EEMEA 5

613

618
617

146
156

221
242
405
171
174
228
2010

208
245

686

679
648

147
201
251

170
155

201
263

202
278
799

177

1.9

1.1
0.3
-4.4
4.2

208
305

199
318

2.5
-1.2
4.7

851

888

16.0

4.3
8.1

176

639

713

261
277

301

10.2

216
219
282

236
242
300

279

193
199
252

321

345

13.0

7.5

331

357

371

9.3

4.1

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

537

1 Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, rest of Western Europe
2 Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, Singapore, Taiwan
3 China, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam, rest of Asia
4 Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Mexico, Peru, rest of Latin America
5 Belarus, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Ukraine, Morocco, South Africa, Kuwait, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia, UAE, Israel, Turkey, rest of Eastern Europe, rest of Sub-Saharan Africa, rest of North Africa, rest of Middle East
Source: McKinsey Panorama – Global Banking Pools
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Exhibit 6

The pace of
margin decline
more than
doubled in the
past two years

Global1 banking revenue margin before
risk margin, 2010-2016
Bps
Risk cost
After risk margin

Margin contraction by region, 2014-2016
Bps
Delta
margin
Bps
286

2014

~2 pa

~5 pa

293

286

50

33

6
1

North America
276

Western Europe 2

37

United Kingdom 2

2
8

China
239
Emerging Asia
Latin America

2010

2014

2016

9

(17)

(394)

(22)

(125)

(14)

0

(20)

38

(35)

372

5

39

168

41

(41)

20

1

Other developed
253

(46)

1

Japan

244

Delta
weight
Bps

0
6

Other emerging

2

2016

276

1 Based on a sample of ~1,000 largest banks in terms of assets
2 Positive impact of Western Europe and United Kingdom is due to composition effect: the weight of these low margin markets in overall banking market decreases,
pushing the global margin upward
Source: Bloomberg, Compustat, Datastream, OECD, SNL, McKinsey Panorama – Global Banking Pools

to 276 bps in 2016 (Exhibit 6), which low-

margins. One area where we are seeing

ered ROE by 1.5 percentage points. Mar-

radical compression is in remittances — a

gins fell the most in China and North

profit center for banks worldwide. New

America; Latin American banks were able

firms such as Azimo, TransferWise and

to buck the trend and expand margins

TransferGo have built superior technology

due primarily to increases in high-margin

and are able to price their services as

businesses like consumer lending. In

much as 78 percent below incumbents.

North America, the main drag on margins

As they struggle to compete, incumbents’

was likely the cost of replacing older se-

margins are taking a pounding.

curities and loans with new ones at a time

A third factor behind banks’ tepid per-

when money-market rates climbed. In

formance is increasing risk costs, which

China, interest-rate deregulation and digi-

increased from 33 bps to 37 bps between

tal competition were primarily responsible

2014 and 2016, cutting ROE by 0.6 per-

for the shrinkage.

centage points.

Previous editions of this report have doc-

Looking at individual lines of business, the

umented the potential for fintechs and

situation is much the same (Exhibit 7). Re-

digital platform companies to erode banks’ tail businesses are holding up and returning

13
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Exhibit 7

Growth remains
healthy, but
ROEs vary
widely for major
business lines

Global revenue after risk cost
U.S.$ trillion

Return on equity by business line, 2016
Percent
Retail banking
Corporate banking
CMIB
Asset management

Asset
management

~15-18

+4% p.a.
3.95
Retail
banking

3.13

1.88
(47%)

1.49
(48%)

1.05
(34%)

CMIB

0.33
(10%)

1.53
(39%)

0.26
(8%)
2010

~10-12

0.24
(6%)
0.30
(8%)

Corporate
banking

~9-10

~6-8

8-12%
Cost of equity

2016

Source: McKinsey Panorama – Global Banking Pools

about 10 to 12 percent. Corporate banking

stays low. Electronification has sliced mar-

has expanded nicely in recent years, and

gins in cash equities and many other busi-

growth is likely to continue over the next

nesses. The Markets in Financial

8 years through 2025. However, corporate

Instruments Directive (MiFID II) will only add

banking suffers from thinner margins than

more pressure. And much of fixed income

retail (222 bps in 2016 versus 426 bps for

remains a balance-sheet-intensive business.

retail), and its ROE is about 400 basis

We estimate the CMIB industry’s ROE at

points lower, making it difficult for the sec-

9 to 10 percent. Even if CMIB did better, it

tor to create substantial additional value.

is too small (together with asset manage-

Asset management remains a strongly
profitable business and will likely maintain
its growth. We estimate that the share of
total revenue that banks earn from asset
management will be flat through 2025.
Profits in capital markets and investment

ment, it makes up 14 percent of industry
revenues) to drive substantial improvement
in the industry’s revenue growth or profits.
Management and business model now
more important than geography
“Geography is destiny,” as the old saying

banking (CMIB) could continue to shrink in

goes. And in banking, regional variations

a difficult environment, especially if volatility

clearly explain a lot of the differences in

14
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A closer look at
major regions

A clo

performance (see “A closer look at the

As always, the global picture does not do justice to the
considerable differences in regional markets. Exhibit A
shows the regional changes in margins, costs and capital
that took place from 2014 through 2016.

major regions”). But they do not explain
everything. Our research shows significant
differences in P/B ratios among banks in

North America. In the U.S., there is an air of optimism,
and multiples are improving. The regulatory environment
seems likely to ease. The national economy is expected to
grow at about 2 percent annually in coming years. Interest
rates are on the way up. Revenues could grow as deposit
margins widen. A rise in mortgage loan originations might
also boost revenues. In Canada, growth is expected to be
slightly slower than in the U.S. Interest rates in Canada are
also moving higher, but this might wind up hurting consumption, if the housing market stalls. Canadian banks
continue to enjoy high margins compared to other developed countries, but we expect margins to moderate, slowing revenue growth.

every market (Exhibit 8, page 16). In North
America, they range from 1.0 to 2.1
among the listed banks we studied. In
Continental Europe, the range is 0.2 to 1.6.
In India, the best banks command a 3.4
P/B ratio — far above the laggards’ 0.4.
We analyzed the deviation in banks’ valuations as of Q1 2017, using a standard regression model, and found that their
primary business location explains about
40 percent of the variation. Other factors,

Western Europe and the U.K. While expectations have
picked up recently and the optimism of business leaders
is high, 4 the region is still mired in a relatively slowgrowth environment. Interest rates remain historically
low, as central banks continue to expand the money supply. However, many banks (particularly those in the
southern European countries) have managed to improve
their asset quality and reduce impairments. Should recent trends continue, the economy would recover slowly,
resulting in some lending growth. In the U.K., the continuing uncertainty about the terms of the exit from the
European Union could have an impact on lending
growth rates.

including management, strategy, operations and all the other levers that banks
command, accounted for about 60 percent.
That is a huge change from 2010, when
the proportions were reversed: then, the region a bank operated in accounted for
three-quarters of the difference in performance, and other factors just one-quarter.
This shift is also evident in the slowdown
in financial globalization. Since the
global financial crisis began in 2007,

Japan. While the government urges companies to increase investment and raise wages, seeking to boost demand, stimulate the economy and escape deflation, the
pace of improvement remains subdued. A negative interest-rate-driven monetary push may not be successful, as
Japan faces the twin challenges of an ageing population
and huge public debt.

gross cross-border capital flows have
fallen by 65 percent in absolute terms
and by four times relative to world GDP. 3
Half of that decline has come from a
sharp contraction in cross-border lending, particularly in Europe. The result of

Other developed markets. The biggest story is Australia,
where the central bank’s protracted low-interest rate pol-

the U.K.’s referendum vote in 2016 could
prompt a further reduction in banking
3

Susan Lund, Eckart Windhagen, James
Manyika, Philipp Härle, Jonathan
Woetzel, and Diana Goldshtein, “The
new dynamics of global
financialization,” McKinsey Global
Institute, September 2017,
mckinsey.com.

claims between the U.K. and the Eurozone. The largest U.K. banks have reduced their foreign bank assets by
one-quarter since 2007.

4

Jacques Bughin, Eric Labaye, Frank Mattern, Sven Smit, Eckart Windhagen, Jan Mischke,
and Kate Bragg, “The brightening mood of European business — and what it means for
investment,” McKinsey Global Institute, May 2017, mckinsey.com. .
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oser look at
Exhibit A

Margins are
falling in most
regions; costs
have improved

ROE, 2014–161
Percentage points
2014 1
Percent
Global

Margin

Risk
cost

Cost
efficiency

Taxes

Fines and
other

Capital

2016 2
Percent

9.6

–1.5

–0.6

1.6

0.0

0.1

–0.6

8.6

8.6

–4.1

–0.5

4.4

0.0

0.9

–0.4

8.8

4.2

–1.3

2.4

–0.4

–0.5

–0.4

–0.3

3.7

3.8

–1.3

–0.7

–0.9

–0.5

1.4

–0.2

1.6

7.1

–2.2

–0.6

1.1

0.5

0.3

–0.3

5.9

10.6

–2.7

–0.2

0.7

0.6

–0.8

–0.1

8.1

China

18.1

–6.7

–2.5

4.8

1.5

–0.1

–0.9

14.2

Emerging
Asia
Latin
America

14.6

0.0

–5.5

–0.2

1.1

–0.2

–0.4

9.5

22.0

17.6

–3.9

–9.2

–4.9

–0.8

1.5

22.4

12.6

–3.7

2.0

2.1

0.1

–0.6

–0.2

12.3

Developed
North
America
Continental
Europe
United
Kingdom
Japan
Other
developed
Emerging

EEMEA

1

Based on a sample of ~1,000 largest banks in terms of assets

2

Numbers do not add up to the ROE level of 2016 due to rounding

Source: SNL, McKinsey Panorama – Global Banking Pools

icy has fueled credit growth. Interest-only mortgages,
often sold to investors, have pushed housing prices in big
cities to what seem to be unsustainable highs; the government has moved to constrain these. It has also instituted a
deposit tax on banks. In the future, as the national economy shifts away from a reliance on mining to more balanced growth, new avenues for credit growth may open.
China. Banking sector growth has slowed considerably
and is expected to stabilize for the next few years at a
slower rate than the past several years. In recent years, the
government has encouraged banks to provide credit, and
wholesale lending volumes have expanded. However, margins have plummeted of late. China now plans to cut corporate debt, which will reduce banks’ lending volumes.
Emerging Asia. The region (which includes India, Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand) is battling increasing
risk costs, as growth slows in China (the dominant econ-

omy by far) and rates rise. While India and Indonesia are
fast-growing countries with significant reservoirs of domestic demand, growth in Thailand has been affected by a
slowdown in global demand for electronics, as well as government instability. Malaysia’s economy has been hurt by
a fall in oil prices. Across the region, risk costs increased
in 2016 and may increase further, as anticipated Fed rate
hikes might hurt debtors’ ability to roll over loans.
Latin America. Brazil generates half of the region’s banking revenues; its economy contracted by almost 4 percent
in 2016. The country is headed for positive growth this
year, but over the long term, growth potential seems to be
around 2 percent annually — not very high for an emerging market economy. The second biggest market is Mexico
where uncertainty is high as the country begins to renegotiate regional trade treaties.
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Exhibit 8

Wide range of
price/book
within markets;
impact of
geography on
banks’
performance
has declined

P/Bs of large1 quoted banks

90th percentile

Drivers of standard deviation of P/B

Median
Market performance
in primary business
location

10th percentile

1.8

Canada

0.8
0.9

1.0

U.K.

2.1

U.S.

Other factors

1.1

1.6

1.5

0.5

1.4

100 % =

Russia

0.7

0.7

Europe

0.5

China

0.2

1.4

0.7

Japan

1.3

1.0

39%

0.4

0.8

0.3

3.4

74%

India
0.7
0.4

1.7

Brazil

1.0

2.0

2.2

Australia

1.1
1.1

1.7

61%

1.2

26%

1

2010

Banks with assets greater than USD 7.8 billion

2017 Q1

Source: SNL, Capital IQ, McKinsey Panorama – Global Banking Pools

Whether because of slowing globalization

constructs are “off spec” and no longer fit

or other factors, geography is no longer

for purpose. While banks have slimmed

the major driver of destiny for banks today.

their operations, most have yet to take

■

■

■

full advantage of the potential of digital
tools to get closer to customers and in-

We have detailed the views held by the

dustrialize their work. And for some

optimists and pessimists. But what about

banks, a new vessel — a digital company,

the engineers? In some ways, their per-

designed to succeed in banking as well

spective might be the most illuminating of

as a host of other related businesses —

all. In the remainder of this report, we will

might be the best solution in a world

examine the idea that traditional banking

where banks’ profits remain under intense pressure.
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Digital Produ
$350-Billion
Digital Productivity: Banking’s
$350 Billion Opportunity
Two years ago, our colleagues analyzed the threat to
banks from digital competition. We estimated that in five
major retail businesses (consumer finance, mortgages,
SME lending, retail payments and wealth management),
between 10 and 40 percent of revenues would be at risk
by 2025, depending on the business, and that between 20
and 60 percent of profits might be lost. The main threat to
retail banking, as we saw it, was margin compression. As
digital entrants enticed customers with low-cost, easy-touse offerings, banks would be forced to cut prices. We
saw far less erosion in corporate and transaction banking.
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Today, we remain comfortable with our

The shifts in market share have been im-

projections, although we may have un-

pressive. In the China payments market,

derestimated the speed of the change.

for example, digital attackers have al-

Two developments that we did not fully

ready surpassed incumbents. They man-

anticipate are accelerating the pace: the

aged $6.5 trillion in transactions in 2015

platform companies are emerging as a

(up from $1.2 trillion in 2013), which ex-

powerful threat and customers are

ceeds the $6 trillion in offline POS trans-

adopting new technologies more quickly,

action volume of traditional banks.

causing shifts in market share that ex-

Similarly, in China’s unsecured consumer

ceed our expectations.

lending market, digital attackers’ share
has ballooned from 1 percent in 2013 to
25 percent in 2016, while in mutual fund

In China’s unsecured consumer
lending market, digital attackers’
share has ballooned from
1 percent in 2013 to 25 percent in
2016, while in mutual fund sales,
attackers came out of nowhere to
claim 12 percent of the market
within 3 years.

sales, attackers came out of nowhere to
claim 12 percent of the market within
3 years. In India, meanwhile, Paytm, an
electronic payment and e-commerce
company, now has 220 million users, up
from 22 million in 2014, and credit card
growth has slowed to a crawl. Even in
the less digitized U.K. and U.S. markets,
attackers are steadily gaining share in
unsecured lending.
What’s happening? Lots of gears are
clicking into place to accelerate the pace
and extent of digitization. Start with

Over the past two years, in markets

technology, where data is growing inex-

around the world, digital entrants and new

orably at 40 percent per year, and ad-

analytical firms have gained a foothold,

vanced analytics, particularly machine

and banks’ margins are indeed falling —

learning, are increasingly able to make

despite their prodigious cost-cutting ef-

use of it. Meantime the cost of comput-

forts. But while we noted the presence of

ing is dropping rapidly, from $100 per gi-

the platform companies lurking in the

gaflop in 2003 to $0.08 in 2016.

shadows in 2015, we thought that fin-

Application programming interfaces

techs would provide the chief digital

(APIs) and microservices are aiding in

threat. Instead, banks have been able to

the creation of new digital services —

parry many of the fintechs’ moves and

and are at the forefront of European

have joined forces with them in several

banks’ agenda, due in part to the Re-

cases — while the platform companies

vised Payment Services Directive (PSD2).

are emerging as a formidable force.

Demand is growing too. Customers are

The Phoenix Rises: Remaking the Bank for an Ecosystem World. McKinsey Global Banking Annual Review 2017

piling into digital banking — new McK-

in capital markets and investment banking,

insey research shows that in 2015, digi-

especially advisory — although here, the

tal channels overtook physical branches

emphasis is more on enabling traditional

5

in many countries — with expectations

business processes, rather than disrupt-

of the kind of outstanding service and

ing them.

experience that is now common online.
The rise of platform companies
The fintech threat to retail banking might

Fintechs are also making
strides in capital markets
and investment banking,
especially advisory — although
here, the emphasis is more
on enabling traditional
business processes, rather than
disrupting them.

be receding. But the new strategies
adopted by the platform companies are
even more challenging for incumbent
banks. By creating a customer-centric, unified value proposition that extends beyond
what users could previously obtain, digital
pioneers are bridging the value chains of
various industries in order to reduce customers’ costs, increase convenience, provide them with new experiences, and whet
their appetites for more.6 Not only do they
have exceptional data that they exploit with
remarkable effectiveness, but, more worri-

The digital entrants are changing too.
With most retail businesses (except investing) already fully explored, at least for

some for banks, they are often more central in the customer journeys that include
big financial decisions.

now, fintechs are moving into commercial

Consider Rakuten Ichiba, Japan’s single

and corporate banking. McKinsey’s

largest online retail marketplace. It pro-

Panorama FinTech database, which

vides loyalty points and e-money usable at

tracks over 1,000 financial start-ups,

hundreds of thousands of stores, virtual

shows that one of the fastest-growing

and real. It issues credit cards to tens of

segments is payments solutions for large

millions of members. It offers financial

companies. The spate of alliances and ac- products and services that range from

5

6

quisitions between retail banks and fin-

mortgages to securities brokerage. And

techs has helped to solidify the notion

the company runs one of Japan’s largest

Klaus Dallerup, Filippo Delzi, Eric
Grunberger, Amaia Noguera Lasa,
and Zubin Taraporevala, “The future
of customer-led retail banking
distribution,” September 2017,
mckinsey.com.

that the land grab is over. Now it is corpo-

online travel portals — plus an instant-

rate banking’s turn, with collaborations

messaging app, Viber, which has some

between Standard Chartered and GTC,

800 million users worldwide. Likewise, Al-

RBS and Taulia, and Barclays and Wave

ibaba is not just an enormous e-commerce

Venkat Atluri, Miklos Dietz, and
Nicolaus Henke, “Competing in a
world of sectors without borders,”
McKinsey Quarterly, August 2017,
mckinsey.com.

showing that when innovation meets

company, but now also a large asset man-

scale, there is potential for good things to

ager, a lender, a payments company, a

happen. Fintechs are also making strides

B2B service, and a ride-hailing provider.
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Tencent is making similar advances, from a

cessfully split banking in two (Exhibit 9),

chat-service base. And Amazon continues

and found that “manufacturing” — the

to confound rivals with moves into cloud,

core businesses of financing and lending

logistics, media, consumer electronics,

that pivot off the bank’s balance sheet —

even old-fashioned brick-and-mortar retail-

generated 53 percent of industry revenues,

ing — and SME lending and factoring.

but only 35 percent of profits, with an ROE
of 4.4 percent. “Distribution,” on the other

Such companies are blurring traditional

hand — the origination and sales side of

industry boundaries. With their superior

banking — produced 47 percent of rev-

customer experience, they can sell an

enues and 65 percent of profits, with an

ever-wider range of products to their loyal

ROE of 20 percent. As platform compa-

customers. The manufacturing end of

nies extend their tentacles into banking, it

many businesses is fading from view, as

is the rich returns of the distribution busi-

the platform companies increasingly domi-

ness they are targeting. And in many

nate the distribution end of multiple busi-

cases, they are better positioned for distri-

nesses, providing a wide range of products

bution than banks are.

and services from a single platform.
The recent flurry of moves by leading
We calculated the value at stake for global

platform companies across the world

banking should platform companies suc-

shows their strategy in action. Witness

Exhibit 9

Origination and
sales – the focus
of non-bank
attackers –
account for
~65% of global
banking profits

Global banking revenues and profits by activity, 2016
U.S.$ billions
Core banking

Lending

Balance-sheet provision

1

281

1,153
596

Current/checking account
Deposits
Fee-based
businesses

Origination/sales

149
216

54

120 162

Investment banking 2
Transactions/payments 3

620

Asset management and insurance 4

605

Total revenues

2,085 (53%)

1,871 (47%)

404 (35%)

748 (65%)

4.4%

20%

Total after-tax profits
ROE

Credit
disintermediation
1

Loans to retail and corporate clients (overdrafts, specialized finance, credit card, trade loans)

2

Corporate finance, capital markets, securities services

3

Retail and wholesale payments transactions, including cross-border payments and remittances

4

Asset management includes investment and pension products. Insurance includes bank-sold insurance only

Source: McKinsey Panorama – Global Banking Pools

Customer
disintermediation
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Exhibit 10

Disintermediation

Unbundling

Commoditization

Invisibility

Description

Banks are losing access
to customers as people
switch to non-banking
channels/sources.

Banking products and
services are being
unbundled, as consumers
can choose from single
service providers.

Banks are struggling to
differentiate themselves
as consumers compare
banking products online
with greater transparency.

Banks are losing brand
awareness and becoming
invisible as consumers
can access financial
services without knowing
the brand.

Examples of
retail attackers

The four
horsemen of the
e-pocalypse

Consumers can borrow
money online without
reaching out to banks
e.g., Lending Club.

Deposit and payment are
unbundled as consumers
leverage third-party
payment solutions, e.g.,
PayPal.

Consumers can compare
different deposit
products from different
banks and choose the
one with highest interest
rate, e.g., SavingGlobal.

Consumers can access
unbranded micro-loans
via social networks, e.g.,
WeChat Welidai.

Source: McKinsey & Company analysis

Apple Pay; Tencent’s and Alibaba’s serv-

Banking executives, like their counterparts

ice expansions; Amazon’s decisions to

in retail, grocery, media, power generation,

(among other things) launch Amazon Go,

and other sectors, recognize the threat

acquire Whole Foods, and provide online

from what one might term, with only slight

vehicle searches in Europe; and the wave

exaggeration, the “four horsemen of the

of announcements from other digital lead-

e-pocalypse” (Exhibit 10). First, and most

ers heralding their entry into new areas.

obviously, banks are being disintermedi-

Also expanding are telcos, including Telstra

ated from their customers. Second, banks

and Telus (each now entering healthcare).

have long offered an integrated service,

We have also seen platform-expanding

providing some products, such as check-

combinations such as Google’s acquisi-

ing and savings accounts, below cost to

tion of Waze and Microsoft’s purchase

subsidize more lucrative services, such as

of LinkedIn.

lending. But now bank products and services are becoming unbundled, in ways that

Down but definitely not out
Bankers are alive to the challenges the platform strategy is unleashing. As one says,
“there might be a time in the future where I
might turn to my two kids and say … ‘Who
are you banking with at the moment?’ And
they say [that the] money’s with HSBC but I
7

CNBC Transcript: Interview with
Chris Clark, Global Head of
Marketing at HSBC,” CNBC, August
12, 2016, cnbc.com.

really like using the Amazon front end for

cause problems for the traditional business
model. A third effect is commoditization,
the result of greater price transparency and
highly similar offerings. Finally, banks are
struggling with invisibility as customers increasingly fail to connect with bank brands
or even to remember which bank provides
their services.

this, that, and the other. Those are the kind

These trends pose a profound test for tradi-

of possibilities we might have to face.”7

tional banks, which can struggle to match
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the costs of digital banks, let alone digital

reach 9.3 percent by 2025 — just slightly

attackers. Many digital banks are able to

higher than today’s figure. But if the full ef-

acquire customers for half the cost of tra-

fect of digital disruption materializes as we

ditional banks, and even less in some cir-

now expect and banks take no mitigating

cumstances (acquisition costs in China, for

actions, ROE would fall to 5.2 percent

example, are often a fifth of traditional

(Exhibit 11). Most of that would come from

banks). Moreover they can scale much

margin compression in retail, payments

faster. There are countless stories of digital

and asset management; corporate banking

companies going from a cocktail-napkin

would be only slightly affected.

sketch to hundreds of millions of cus-

Digital at industrial scale: the new
imperative

tomers in just a few years. Kakao Bank, a
digital-only bank in Korea, says it attracted

The threat from platform companies is real

KRW 535 billion ($470 million) worth of

and must be addressed. We do not think,

business in deposits and loans in the first
four days after its launch. By the fifth day, it

however, that it is existential for the global
banking industry. The long history of

had over one million accounts.

banking strongly suggests that there will
Banks are at a momentous fork in the road. always be a need for financial intermediation and a profit to be made by providing

We estimate that on the present course,

with the benefit of rising interest rates and

capital to others, although it may take

other tailwinds, the industry’s ROE would

many years for the industry to return to

Exhibit 11

Two scenarios
for ROE in 2025

Global banking return on equity
Percent
18

17.4

17
16
15.5

15.2

9.6
9.2

9.0

8.6

9

8.2

8.5

“New reality”
9.3 steady state
no disruption

8.2

8

7.4

7
6.5

6.7

6
5
0
2005

5.7
4.9
08

10

12

14

16

18

20

23

Unmitigated
5.2 digital
disruption1
2025

Forecast
1

Margin decline of 11.6% - Average results across sectors and geographies, generally more severe in consumer finance, payments, and AM/WM sectors (up to 20%+ in UK
and Japan)

Source: SNL, McKinsey Panorama – Global Banking Pools
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profitability in a global economy that is

here on seven that offer the most poten-

undergoing profound change. (For more,

tial for most banks. In our experience, the

see “The future of financial intermediation”

average bank is capable of improving pro-

on page 26.)

ductivity by 40 to 60 percent in each of

As a first step, banks can take advantage
of a range of actions over the next 3 to 5
years to reclaim their rightful ownership of
the customer relationship, improve productivity, and industrialize their operations
using digital tools. In essence, banks can
deploy some of the same technologies
that digital companies are using against
them. These steps can lift revenues, improve capital usage, and, especially, cut
costs. Our analysis suggests that if the industry as a whole were to adopt these
measures it could reduce the industry's
cost/income ratio from 54 percent today
to 38 percent in 2025, as a result of productivity improvements worth roughly

these areas:

■ Build digital marketing skills

■ Reshape the distribution architecture
■ Use digital tools and analytics to enhance sales productivity

■ Industrialize operations through automation and artificial intelligence

■ Reimagine underwriting, using data and
analytics

■ Embrace cloud computing, open APIs,
and other essential technologies

■ Create an agile organization

Below, we review each of these seven ini-

$700 billion. This would translate into an

tiatives and offer thoughts on how to

improvement in ROE of 5 percentage

structure them into a program that pro-

points for a bank that is average in its dig-

duces a digital transformation.

itization today and successfully executes
a full digital transformation.
Note that the $700 billion is an estimate
of the full potential. It is unlikely that every
bank will make the necessary changes;
furthermore, some of the productivity
gains will undoubtedly be competed away.
Accordingly, we discount the estimate by
50 percent and suggest that for the industry, an additional $350 billion of annual
income is at stake by 2025.

Build digital marketing skills
Given the rise of the importance of digital
in the way customers research and purchase financial products, excellence in
digital marketing has become a core foundational capability. Banks need to take
radical steps to improve their customers'
experience. Despite all the genuine
progress in banks’ websites and mobile
apps, many institutions still sport low customer satisfaction scores. The customer

Technology is expanding the art of the

experiences banking (indeed, every busi-

possible, offering banks a chance to re-

ness) as a journey, rather than isolated in-

tool their core offerings for the digital age.

teractions. Banks should digitize with

The opportunities are vast and spread

these journeys in mind, rather than the or-

across the entire enterprise. We focus

ganizational siloes they use today. Our re-
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search8 and experience suggest that a

Digital-forward banks go much further

customer-journey approach leads to 160

than others to personalize their outreach

percent higher cross-sell, 200 percent

to potential customers. They use analyt-

greater online conversion through better

ics to identify the likely next product

search-engine marketing, up to 10 point

customers will buy for thousands of

increases in customer satisfaction scores,

micro-segments. Propensity models and

a two-third reduction in acquisition costs,

other tools not only enhance revenues,

and many other benefits.

they also save on customer acquisition.
Analytics also help banks improve client
profitability through better pricing. A U.S.

Propensity models and other tools not
only enhance revenues, they also save
on customer acquisition.

private bank used machine learning to
study the discounts its private bankers
were offering to customers. Bankers
claimed that they offered them only to
valuable clients that more than made up
for the discounts with other, high-margin

Here we will touch on just a few of the
many digital-marketing levers available to
banks. Leading retail and corporate banks
are using their rich stocks of data to improve customer acquisition. Search-engine
marketing and optimization can drive traffic

8

9

Joao Dias, Oana Ionuțiu, Xavier
Lhuer, and Jasper van Ouwerkerk,
“The four pillars of distinctive
customer journeys,” September 2016,
mckinsey.com.
Amit Garg, Davide Grande, Gloria
Macias-Lizaso Miranda, Christoph
Sporleder, and Eckart Windhagen,
“Analytics in banking: Time to realize
the value,” April 2017, mckinsey.com.

business. The analytics showed something different: patterns of unnecessary
discounts that could easily be corrected.
After the unit adopted the changes, revenues rose by 8 percent within a few
months. 9

to the website and improve the bank’s po-

New digital-marketing capabilities are a

sition in customers’ consideration set.

prerequisite for the changes in distribution

Landing-page optimization can ensure that

we describe next. So too is a review of

customers see clear, simple information

the product portfolio. As they digitize their

that encourages the next click. Buy-flow

marketing, many banks find it helpful to

design helps to increase conversion rates

simplify their product offering. A few pio-

and reduce “leakage” from the purchasing

neering banks have successfully with-

funnel. One bank conducted A/B tests to

drawn more than half of their product

improve the user experience and improved

variants without affecting customers.

the content on its site, including video and

Most banks offer more (and more com-

other media. The website saw a 25 per-

plex) products than customers need.

cent higher completion rate on product ap-

Maintaining all these products generates

plication forms, and the bank sold 40

significant costs, particularly in IT and op-

percent more credit cards through online

erations. Eliminating or consolidating less

applications. Another bank rethought its

popular products gives IT teams extra ca-

search-engine optimization and improved

pacity they sorely need and can even

its conversion rate by a factor of 10, a gain

boost revenues, as the choices offered to

that was worth about $70 million.

customers are clearer.
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Reshape the distribution architecture

shift in emphasis at call centers, which

Banks are using digital to reshape their

can become a primary sales channel

distribution to create a true multichannel

and providers of advice.

experience.10 As customer preferences

Optimizing the branch network success-

shift to digital and remote advisory, banks

fully requires an understanding of cus-

need to optimize their branch formats and

tomer demand in every micro market,

networks. This journey will typically have

indeed at every branch, and the econom-

five main thrusts:

ics of making changes to every branch.

■ Reducing the total number of branches

Leading banks are using algorithms to op-

and employees that provide transac-

timize customer satisfaction with the

tional sales and service

branch network. The algorithm takes into
account specific criteria, including customers’ willingness to travel, the size and

The need for greater efficiency and
effectiveness in the sales force is an
age-old problem, and digital offers
extraordinary new solutions.

location of branches, the potential for
modular branch concepts, and forwardlooking metrics to produce a blueprint for
network optimization. A Northern European bank recently conducted such an
exercise. As a result, it dramatically lifted
the rate at which key services were provided digitally: customer onboarding went

■ Closing branches on main streets and

opening new ones in lower-cost locations
that are easier for customers to access

■ Fully automating branches with a com-

plete set of tools — ATMs, cash deposit
machines (CDMs), coin machines, iPads

percent, and simple services from 80 to
91 percent.
Use digital tools and analytics to enhance sales productivity
Leading retail and especially corporate

tions, and so on

banks are equipping their relationship

one-stop shops or specialists in a single
segment or activity (e.g. advisory, affluent, service-only).

“The future of customer-led retail
banking distribution,” September
2017, mckinsey.com.

complex needs and advice from 30 to 50

for digital banking, cash pick-up sta■ Pushing branches to become either

10

from 30 to 50 percent, the provision of

managers (RMs) with a digital workbench.
The need for greater efficiency and effectiveness in the sales force is an age-old
problem, and digital offers extraordinary

■ Exploiting the opportunity in every cus-

new solutions. RMs sometimes have trou-

tomer interaction to gather data and

and what they talked about in a previous

offer advice and product information

meeting. They spend too much time look-

when appropriate. The digital-marketing

ing for research reports that might be rele-

skills described above will help, as will a

vant to the client. And connecting clients

ble remembering details about the client
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The future of financial intermediation

The future
Exhibit B

Banking is not
creating
economic profit

Average economic profit1 earned by companies in major global sectors, 2012–15
U.S.$ millions, N=2,595 2
2,500

Software

2,000

Technology Hardware,
Storage & Peripherals
Internet Software &
Services
Pharmaceuticals

Tobacco

1,500
Machinery
Diversified
Media
Telecommunication
Auto
Food
Services
Gas Utilities
Components
Products Chemicals

Road & Rail
1,000

Automobiles
Aerospace &
Defense

500

0
Airlines
Construction & Engineering
Multi-Utilities
Construction Materials

-500

Metals & Mining
Marine

-1,000
Banks3
Electric Utilities
Oil, Gas & Consumable Fuels
1

Economic profit by sector divided by number of companies

2

Global top 2595 companies. Companies with revenues greater than $1.5 bn

3

Includes 194 banks with revenues greater than $1.5 bn

Source: McKinsey Strategy Practice and Corporate Performance AnalyticsTM

As an industry, banking currently has a difficult time generating economic profit (that is, profit in excess of its cost of capital). A small number of institutions create all the value in the
industry, while hundreds of others either create none or actually destroy it. Banking does worse than most other sectors
(Exhibit B).
More evidence of banking’s structural weaknesses can be seen
in investors’ views: banking lags all the other major sectors on
both price/book (by 53 percent on average) and price/earnings
ratios (by 48 percent) (Exhibit C). Both those gaps have
widened in the past seven years.
We have detailed some of the industry’s structural and per11

formance challenges. But the elephant in the room is digitization. Our research in this report demonstrates the negative effect that the digital economy is having on ROE and valuations.
Others go further. Several observers have said that digital companies might displace banks altogether.11 In our view, the digitization of the global economy will not remove the need for the
fundamental services that banking provides — financing, lending and transactions. (Neither will distributed ledgers or the
demise of cash, in our view, at least for some time.) But digitization does pose three questions that banks must answer.
The first concerns the customer. Are banks doing everything
they can to justify their continued ownership of the customer

See for example Ryan Browne and Arjun Kharpal, “Ex-Barclays chief says banking could face its own ‘Kodak moment,’” CNBC, June 26, 2017, cnbc.com.
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of financia
Exhibit C

Banking lags
other industries
in value creation
and the gap is
widening

P/B Multiple
Average

P/E Multiple
Average

Non-banks1
Banks

2.4

27.5

21.8
-53%

-48%

1.6

-40%
-34%
1.1

2010

13.0

1.1

2017 August 2

2010

14.2

2017 August 2

1

Includes Energy, Materials, Industrials, Consumer Discretionary, Consumer Staples, Healthcare, Information Technology, Telecommunication Services, Utilities, Real
Estate, Other Financials (excluding banks)

2

Market capitalization data as of August 15, 2016; end-of-year equity and earnings data used

Source: Capital IQ

relationship? We argue that banking, like many other industries, is poised to split into two halves, manufacturing and
distribution. Today, the real prize is distribution; manufacturing is less attractive. That may change over time. But for
now, the question is: will banks be able to keep their customer relationships and thrive in the world to come?
Another is about costs: How can banks cut costs further? A
third question is about risk: Banking has always been a business of risk intermediation. Are banks utilizing all the data
they have to produce better risk-related decisions?
As we suggest in the digital agenda outlined in this chapter,
many steps are needed before banks can answer “yes” to these
questions: they must offer a delightful, omni-channel cus-

tomer experience, a brand and value proposition that resonates with their customers, exceptionally fast decision-making powered by data, fully automated processes wherever
practical, and so on. All of these are “no-regrets” moves that
banks need to act on decisively.
Other questions are more difficult to answer. Perhaps the
most significant has to do with profits. Even in a world with a
surplus of savings, and interest rates that hover near zero, we
think that capital managers like banks will still be able to
charge for the use of their assets. But it is an open question
whether the returns they earn will provide an economic profit
and how long it will take to achieve. What is not debatable,
however, is that preparing the bank for the digital age will
hasten its progress on that quest.
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to product specialists often takes days.

also have to move upstream in the invest-

Digital and analytical tools can help. Port-

ing business system, where they can offer

folio overviews, event alerts, risk-monitor-

risk management and other advisory serv-

ing tools, prospect trackers, client action

ices. Smaller banks, on the other hand,

planners, pitch libraries, financial simula-

would be far better served by focusing

tors, and dozens of others can be installed

tightly on protecting client franchises and

on a tablet, putting everything RMs need at

reducing operating costs. They should

their fingertips. One bank that recently de-

avoid big bets on unproven technologies in

veloped a digital workbench saw the num-

a rapidly evolving marketplace. In many

ber of leads generated per conversation

cases, they will realize that for them, tech-

jump four-fold, while RMs’ administrative

nology is not a competitive advantage, and

time fell by half. As RMs need less time for

will outsource heavily.12

client servicing they can spend more time
selling, thus productivity rises.

Finally, in a related move some leading corporate banks are digitizing their customer

In capital markets businesses, new ideas

interfaces. Most large corporations in Asia,

in sales and trading include client prof-

for example, have been operating in a fully

itability dashboards that calculate the fully-

electronic environment for several years,

loaded cost of coverage, including capital

conducting all payments electronically and

consumption and allocated operations

managing accounts, payments and liquid-

costs, as well as new tools that track in-

ity through treasury modules integrated

ventories more closely to better match

with enterprise resource planning systems.

buyers and sellers in illiquid asset classes

Banking technology is a priority for these

and suggest the next product to buy. As

companies, with 80 percent of corporate

banks ponder these ideas and others, they

treasurers citing technology platforms —

must think through the complex relation-

especially cash management, particularly

ship between client needs, costs and com-

mobile cash management — as a key fac-

petition. Many banks have made major

tor in selecting a bank.13

forays into various electronic trading plat-

12

13

14

Llywelyn Ap Gwilym, Fuad Faridi,
Denis Francis, and Jared Moon, “Two
Routes to Digital Success In Capital
Markets,” McKinsey Working Papers
on Corporate & Investment Banking,
No. 10, October 2015, mckinsey.com.
Chris Ip, Pine Kyaw, and Akash Lal,
“Payments in Asia: At the vanguard of
digital innovation,” McKinsey on
Payments, Volume 8, Number 22,
October 2015, mckinsey.com.
Alessio Botta, Nunzio Digiacomo, and
Raffaela Ritter, “Technology
innovations driving change in
transaction banking,” September 2016,
mckinsey.com.

forms, only to quietly pull the plug some

No discussion of the digitization of pay-

time later. To avoid these problems, banks

ments would be complete without some

need to look in the mirror. Only the largest

mention of blockchain (or distributed

and best resourced banks can go “all in”

ledger) technology. European payments

on several digital trading efforts at once.

leaders McKinsey surveyed expect that the

These banks should be pursuing further in-

technology will likely transform the busi-

vestments in pricing, agency execution,

ness model for core cash management

and market-making algorithms in asset

services, including domestic payments (in

classes that are highly electronic, with the

particular real-time payments, closed-loop

twin goals of winning the latency “arms

or “on-us” payments, and domestic cash

race” and integrating more closely into

pooling) and cross-border payments.14

clients’ enterprise systems. Banks may

Other activities seen as a good fit for dis-
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tributed ledgers include trade finance,

mains — can be safely turned over to ro-

cross-border transactions, repurchase

bots for greater speed, efficiency and reli-

agreements, OTC derivatives, and fraud

ability. Australia and New Zealand Bank

prevention.

deployed robots at-scale across the back
office and achieved 40 percent cost sav-

Artificial intelligence and cognitive
technologies are also having an
impact on operations.

ings on average. Barclays used robots to
automate the process of bad-debt provision in its finance function, saving almost
$100 million annually. One major European payments processor developed machine-learning algorithms to “follow the

Industrialize operations through
automation and artificial intelligence

money” across multiple banks, as it

Leading banks are digitizing their opera-

and geographies. The approach allowed

tions through software robots — pro-

investigators to identify the paths used by

grams that automate repeatable tasks.
Robotic process automation (RPA) is al-

passed through various entities, accounts

“mule accounts,” greatly reducing the cost
of money-laundering fraud detection.15

ready demonstrating great potential in the
middle office of capital-market operations,
where it makes brisk work of routine
tasks like data extraction and cleaning. In
trading-risk calculations, robots now
download, validate and analyze the
bank’s positions. Some banks have cut
the resources needed for the process by
95 percent and reduced the time required
from 10 days to 20 minutes. Liquidity risk
calculation is also proving to be
amenable to help from robots.
Producing reports for money-market
15

16

17

Stuart Breslow, Mikael Hagstroem,
Daniel Mikkelsen, and Kate Robu,
“The new frontier in anti-money
laundering,” McKinsey on Risk,
October 2017, mckinsey.com.
“A future that works: Automation,
employment, and productivity,”
McKinsey Global Institute, January
2017, mckinsey.com.
“Cognitive technologies in capital
markets,” Global Corporate and
Investment Banking Insights,
Number 1, January 2017,
mckinsey.com.

clients has already been automated at
many banks, but some pioneering banks
are going further. Robots can download
and consolidate transaction data from
different money-market desks and upload
it into a web application for clients. The
work is now completely automated.

Artificial intelligence (AI) and cognitive technologies are also having an impact on operations. McKinsey Global Institute
research suggests that 60 percent of all
occupations have at least 30 percent of
activities that are technically automatable.16
While the strategic and implementation
challenge is particularly complex, three
cognitive technologies are either ready to
roll out or are already in pilots (and some
can be used also in the front office):17

■ Machine learning: Advanced algo-

rithms can examine large data sets to

identify patterns, helping make decisions in areas such as product control
and trade surveillance. A major North
American bank developed a machinelearning algorithm to better detect
credit-card fraud. The algorithm was
80 percent more predictive than the

In fact a wide array of activities — in oper-

bank’s previous methods and 50 per-

ations, risk, finance, legal and other do-

cent faster. More than 100,000 cus-
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tomers annually received a higher-

stantial manual adjustment, and legacy IT

quality experience.

systems that could not produce a cus-

■ Natural language processing: Machines

tomer-pleasing digital interface.

can turn speech and text (including legal

Convinced by the business case, the

documentation and chat transcripts

bank built a modular credit engine,

from call centers) into structured,

reusing and revamping existing analytics.

searchable data that can be used to

Tools pull information from various

create customized email responses.

sources to formulate a complete credit

■ Cognitive agents: Cognitive agents can
combine machine learning and naturallanguage generation to build a virtual
workforce, capable of executing tasks,
communicating, learning from datasets
and even making decisions based on
“emotion detection.” Such remote advisors can also interact with bank workers, for example in employee service
centers or help desks and in other internal contact centers.

profile of the customer and determine
whether the customer has sufficient cash
flow. The bank built a digital fraud model
and replaced simple fraud rules (such as
location checks, as well as the volume
and frequency of transactions) for opening
and managing accounts. The model automatically estimates the key credit metrics
of a mortgage and compares it with the
bank’s business and policy rules derived
from the risk-appetite statement.
In just six months, the bank went from

18

The Future of Risk Management in the
Digital Era, The International
Institute of Finance and McKinsey &
Company, Inc., October 2017, iif.com
and mckinsey.com.

Reimagine underwriting, using data
and analytics

nearly 95 percent manual decision mak-

Digital pioneers are building truly data-dri-

cessing. The new process is not only

ven underwriting processes and capabili-

less resource intensive, but also provides

ties. Digital tools can reduce

a better customer experience. Redun-

risk-weighted assets, shorten process

dant data requests were eliminated and

times by making them up to 15 times

the previous two- to three-day approval

ing to 70 percent straight-through pro-

more efficient, and avoid up to 30 percent

time is now often less than a minute for

of operational and credit losses.

most loans.

A recent example from Europe illustrates

While many banks are digitizing their un-

what banks are doing. A mid-size bank

derwriting, the paragon is still the fin-

with more than five million customers set

techs. Ant Financial has used big-data

out to digitize its mortgage underwriting.18

techniques to provide working capital to

At the outset, processes were bedeviled

small merchants that were rejected by

by multiple loops of data entry (many in-

traditional banks; it has made $117 bil-

volving the customer), repetitive verifica-

lion in loans in four years and broke even

tions in different locations, disparate data

after 12 months. Such fast growth would

systems with non-reconciling records, low

not be possible without a scalable,

performance credit engines requiring sub-

highly-automated system.
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Embrace cloud computing, open APIs,
and other essential technologies

spond to emerging customer needs. The

While the number of digital tools is ex-

a library of microservices — a set of small

panding rapidly, some critical technolo-

independent modules, loosely paired with

gies are delivering outsized impact. Cloud

clear interfaces, that provide individual

computing is transforming data architec-

services, such as looking up the next

ture and the IT “stack,” with the potential

product a customer is likely to buy. BBVA

for up to 85 percent of the workload to be

has recently built a suite of APIs and mi-

managed in the cloud. Together with es-

croservices and calculates it has saved

tablished tools like DevOps and agile soft-

10,000 hours in its product development

ware development, cloud is rapidly

process. One read-only API that BBVA

accelerating time-to-market of new prod-

built for its transaction data has enticed

ucts and apps. McKinsey research finds

third-party developers to build 144 apps

that cloud and related technologies to-

in 19 countries to use the data.

gether can drive down run-the-bank IT
costs by more than 30 percent.

shift to APIs should include the creation of

In compliance and other areas, shared
digital utilities (a third essential tool) are
helping banks lower costs by 40 to

Banks are also reorganizing their
product and delivery teams, both
to make these ideas a reality and
to get the most out of them once
they are up and running.

50 percent. By cooperating with other
banks in areas with little competitive advantage but major cost implications,
such as know-your-customer compliance, vendor risk management, and
market surveillance, banks can take out
considerable costs.
Create an agile organization

APIs and microservices are the heart of

Banks are also reorganizing their product

open banking, and many banks are fever-

and delivery teams, both to make these

ishly building them. APIs are protocols

ideas a reality and to get the most out of

that, among other things, enable thirdparty app developers to leverage a company’s aggregated data or selected
services. European banks are creating
open APIs in anticipation of PSD2, which
will require them to share their customer
data with fintechs and others.

them once they are up and running. Agile
organizations are both stable (resilient, reliable and efficient) and dynamic (fast,
nimble and adaptive). To master this paradox, banks must design structures, governance arrangements and processes
with a relatively unchanging set of core elements — a stable backbone. At the

Through APIs, banks can work around the

same time, they must also create looser,

challenges of their tightly coupled, mono-

more dynamic elements that can be

lithic legacy IT architecture and flexibly re-

adapted quickly to new challenges and
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opportunities. In 2015, the Dutch banking

teams. Over five years, it cut about 20 per-

group ING embarked on such a journey,

cent of its more than $10 billion in costs,

shifting its traditional organization to an

primarily through automation. Of course,

agile model, inspired by companies such

this kind of program is quite challenging

as Google, Netflix and Spotify. With about

and must be led from the top to ensure

350 nine-person “squads” in 13 so-called

focus and control. But it will get the work

tribes, the new approach at ING has im-

done more quickly and have greater im-

proved time-to-market, boosted em-

pact. This comprehensive approach will

ployee engagement, and increased

also provide the bank with an opportunity

productivity.

19

At a leading U.S. consumer

bank, nearly 90 percent of application development and maintenance is now done
in an agile way.
Architecting the digital transformation

20

Deepak Mahedevan, “ING’s agile
transformation,” McKinsey Quarterly,
January 2017, mckinsey.com.
These scenarios are projections of core
banking trends (growth, revenues,
margins, profits, and so on) by
McKinsey Panorama Global Banking
Pools, using macroeconomic forecasts
from the Economist Intelligence Unit
for each country we follow. In many
cases we have made country-specific
assumptions. In the unmitigated
disruption scenario, we collected
pricing differences between
traditional banks and digital
competitors, estimated the progress of
digital banking penetration, and
concluded that 60 percent of the
pricing gap would be closed in 10 to 15
years. To determine the pace of
convergence in each region, we
applied an S-curve (similar to other
technology adoption trends). The
curve proposes that in more digitally
advanced regions, digital attackers
will close the gap faster.

tion’s structure, mindsets and culture.
■

■

■

The agenda outlined above will help stem
the digital tide. Yet even if we assume that

As banks consider the potential and rele-

the banking industry fully exploits the

vance of the seven initiatives laid out

power of digitization (an unlikely outcome)

above, they must also consider their exe-

and captures $700 billion in annual bot-

cution. It is possible for banks to take on

tomline impact, the resulting ROE of 10.2

one or two initiatives at a time and ramp

percent would not be an attractive out-

up from there — in fact, it is likely the only

come. For most banks, that is about

option for smaller banks. They must be

equal to the cost of equity. More realisti-

careful not to let these individual efforts

cally, only half of this impact will be real-

become solely a project for the relevant

ized, as not all banks are willing or able to

function; the results will be much stronger
19

to drive systematic change in the organiza-

if the bank staffs a cross-disciplinary team.

pull all the levers and some of the gains
will be competed away. The resulting

A better way forward, particularly for larger

$350 billion in annual bottom-line impact

banks with more resources, is to simulta-

would lift the average bank’s ROE by

neously implement all the relevant initia-

about 2.5 percentage points to

tives as part of a comprehensive digital

7.7 percent — well below the cost of eq-

transformation across the front, middle,

uity.20 And banks in many parts of the

and back offices. Many of these banks will

world could face a new and more urgent

want to hollow out the vessel of the old

digital challenge — the platform compa-

bank and replace it with a new digital

nies. As we discuss in the next chapter,

power plant. One big bank redesigned 10

for these banks, not only is digital trans-

vital customer journeys, then digitized

formation essential, but the business

them using a “lab” approach and agile

model itself may well need an overhaul.

F
E
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Finding Grow
Ecosystem W
Finding Growth in an
Ecosystem World
To restore profits, many banks will need to go further than
the digital mitigation efforts we have outlined. The drivers
of banks’ economics are shifting away from the portfolio of
businesses and countries in which they operate and
toward the levers of management and operations. In that
regard, no lever is as powerful as the choice of business
model. In this chapter, we discuss the potential need to
adapt the business model as economic structures change
and propose several options for banks to consider. We
then review the essential skills for success in the new
ecosystem world.
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Exhibit 12

New ecosystems
are likely to
emerge in place
of many
traditional
industries

Ecosystem illustration, estimated total sales in 20251
$ trillion
Mobility
2.3

Education
0.8

Housing
4.6

Digital
content
3.5

Travel
and hospitality
3.6

Health
5.9
Public
services
4.4

Wealth
and
protection
1.1

B2C
marketplace
5.9

B2B
marketplace
10.4
1

B2B
services
9.4

Global
corporate
services
2.7

Circle sizes show approximante revenue pool sizes. additional ecosystems are expected to emerge; not all industries or subcategories are shown

Source: IHS World Industry Service; McKinsey Panorama – Global Banking Pools, McKinsey & Company analysis

A new economic structure

geoning, as each new user creates addi-

We have studied the changes now unfold-

tional value for every other user on the

ing as platform companies pursue their

platform. These economies of scale are

agendas. It seems quite possible that an

rapidly eclipsing the supply-side

increasing number of industries will coa-

economies of scale that were characteris-

lesce into new, broader and more dy-

tic of the industrial age. Based on current

namic alignments: digital ecosystems.21 In

trends, observable economic trajectories,

these ecosystems, users will enjoy an

and existing regulatory frameworks, we ex-

end-to-end experience for a wide range of

pect that within about a decade, 12 large

products and services through a single

ecosystems will emerge in the retail and in-

access gateway. Ecosystems will include

stitutional spaces. Their final shape is far

diverse participants that provide digitally

from certain, but we suspect they could

accessed, multi-industry solutions.

take something like the form presented in
Exhibit 12.

Already, nascent ecosystems are changing
21

Venkat Atluri, Miklos Dietz, and
Nicolaus Henke, “Competing in a
world of sectors without borders,”
McKinsey Quarterly, July 2017,
mckinsey.com.

industry structures and shifting market

Some bankers we have spoken with view

power. Demand-side economies of scale

our projections about an integrated

(the network effect that platform compa-

ecosystem economy with a healthy dose

nies are so adept at exploiting) are bur-

of skepticism. Some think it is a mistake
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to extrapolate from what is mainly a Chi-

non-banks remain simple aggregators of

nese phenomenon. We see it as a Chi-

banking services, and stay mainly in distri-

nese-first phenomenon that is soon to

bution, they will face less scrutiny. But

arrive elsewhere (see “First China, then

regulators’ stances are changing quickly

the world” on page 36). And some say

(as seen in China, Singapore and the U.K.,

that the idea, while provocative, is so far-

among others) and are likely to evolve fur-

removed in time and likelihood as to seem

ther. It is possible that the borders around

like science fiction.

banks will give way in favor of a level playing field. If non-banks are allowed to sell
banking services, banks can argue that it

Pipe dreams have become reality
countless times in recent decades.
Look no farther than cellphones,
music and video in the cloud, the
smart watch or the TV.

is only fair that they be allowed to sell nonbanking services. Regulators would likely
agree, if they are persuaded that such a
move would actually enhance the health of
the financial system.
Will the global economy reconfigure into
digital ecosystems, as we envision? No
one knows. But as Bill Gates famously

But pipe dreams have become reality
countless times in recent decades. Look
no farther than cellphones, music and
video in the cloud, the smart watch or the
TV. Or consider the 89 million customers
now accessing Ping An Good Doctor,
where on a single platform they can connect with doctors not only for online bookings, but also to receive diagnoses and
suggested treatments, often by exchanging pictures and videos. What used to take
many weeks and multiple providers can
now be done in minutes on one app.
Another obstacle frequently mentioned by

said, “We always overestimate the change
that will occur in the next two years and
underestimate the change that will occur
in the next 10. Don’t let yourself be lulled
into inaction.”22 Amazon, Facebook and
Apple have all made platform-expanding
moves into banking. Banks should consider the possibilities and prepare.
Why banks can thrive
Banks already possess three vital ingredients for ecosystem success, starting with
the customer’s trust. New research shows
that among the companies that are likely
to be participants in the integrated econ-

skeptics is regulation. In many jurisdictions, omy, banks and insurers are not only near
the top of the most-trusted list, but also
banks are currently prohibited from selling

22

Bill Gates, The Road Ahead, Viking
Penguin, 1995.

products and services other than those for

several times more trusted than social

which they are chartered. And most banks

media firms, telcos, technology companies,

believe that regulators will prevent non-

and retailers. In fact, even though cus-

bank platform players from overtly disrupt-

tomers in developed markets do not par-

ing the established banking order. If

ticularly like banks, they still trust them to
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First Chin
First China, then the world

The clearest and most successful examples of digital
ecosystems are those created by two Chinese companies:
Alibaba and Tencent. This leads some to conclude that
ecosystems will be mainly limited to China. It is true that
the Chinese internet is unique. China is by far the largest
e-commerce market in the world, twice as large as the U.S.
Online business (including banking) benefits from a
highly favorable regulatory regime. The Chinese online
audience is also enormous, offering rapid scale-up opportunities to entrants; already, 500 million people use online financial services. Even so, many Chinese consumers
and businesses are still under-banked — leaving tremendous latent demand. And customers, especially the young,
are happy to bypass traditional banks and take up online
products or services.
23

And yet, two similarities between China and other markets
outweigh the differences. The first is the nature of demand.
Everywhere, consumers and businesses want the same
things from their bank: ease of use, a simple experience, innovative services, and so on. For all the reasons cited,
China has been faster to satisfy this demand. But other
markets may soon catch up. Second, China’s banks have
long enjoyed hefty margins, although these have fallen recently. Margins in other markets are thinner but still attractive to the platform companies. As Jeff Bezos says,
“Your margin is my opportunity.”23
Further, even some of the uniquely-Chinese features are
falling away. Already, there is some convergence in regulation, as countries like India, Singapore and the U.K. loosen
the restrictions on non-banks.

Morgan Housel, “The 20 smartest things Jeff Bezos has ever said,” The Motley Fool, September 9, 2013, fool.com.

provide secure services and manage their

clients: transactions, demographics, in-

data well. Even millennials feel this way.

come, call-center notes and chat tran-

However this advantage might be short-

scripts, website usage logs. And with

lived, as non-banks are better at exciting

their strong position on trust, banks can

clients. Seventy-three percent of U.S. mil-

probably more consistently obtain con-

lennials say they would be more excited

sent to use that data than most other

about a new offering in financial services

companies. Further, by combining their fi-

from Google, Amazon, Paypal or Square

nancial data with other customer data

than from their bank — and one in three

sets, banks can develop deeper insights

believe they will not need a bank at all. As

into the preferences and behavior of con-

Dave McKay, CEO of Royal Bank of

sumers. Banks are keenly aware of the

Canada, says, “Trust and security are key

potential. One CEO says, “We still have

assets. They buy us time.”24

one significant advantage, which is the
vast array of financial and non-financial

24

Barbara Shechter, “RBC CEO warns
bank is on ‘collision course’ with
Apple and Google as mobile banking
takes off,” Financial Post, March 10,
2015, financialpost.com.

Customer data is another essential ingre-

data that we accumulate. This information

dient. Banks’ information on customers is

reveals a lot about habits, tastes, needs

second to none. Most hold vast, unique

and aspirations. Banks need to turn it into

data sets about both retail and corporate

knowledge and use that knowledge to
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provide users with exactly what they want, commissions or sell points in loyalty proprecisely how and when they need it.”25
Owning data is essential, but banks will
also need to leverage it superbly. Data

grams. Other systems may offer different
advantages, such as the ability to acquire
customers at low cost.

management needs to become a core

Danske Bank offers an instructive exam-

competency and is something many banks

ple. Its Sunday.dk platform in the housing

still need to work on. Here, too, time is of

ecosystem includes a search engine to

the essence, especially in Europe as PSD2

find listings and tools to book viewings,

approaches. As banks increasingly open

request pre-approval for a mortgage,

their systems to third-party developers, the

build a housing budget and calculate the

advantage of data ownership will in all like-

fair price of a home based on compara-

lihood fade away.

bles. The platform also helps with the ex-

A third ingredient is regulatory experience.
Due to all their regulatory work over the
past decade, banks have exceptional skills.
They have created stores of knowledge

perience after the purchase — users can
get assistance with transferring television
and Internet subscriptions, new furniture
deliveries, and packing and moving.

about compliance and built strong relation-

In the 2000s, Capital One pioneered the

ships, based on a mutual understanding,

use of advanced analytics to expand its

with regulators. In crucial discussions

card business. Today, it is also moving

about data privacy and consent, regulatory

into digital ecosystems. Its Auto Naviga-

skills could be an advantage for banks.

tor app uses the bank’s auto-financing
business as a foothold in the mobility

Early responses

ecosystem. The tool allows customers to

Banks around the world have started to

browse more than 3 million cars from

capitalize on their customers’ trust and

12,000 dealers. It has dramatically sim-

data to build distinctive, end-to-end cus-

plified the purchase and finance process

tomer experiences in which they offer

— in particular knotty, time-consuming

both banking and other services. Exhibit

questions about warranties and finance

13 (page 38) lays out the landscape; sev-

rates and terms.26

eral banks are pursuing at-scale ecosys-

25

26

Francisco Gonzalez, “Banks need to
take on Amazon and Google or die,”
Financial Times, December 2, 2013,
ft.com.
Shawn Shinneman, “How an
innovation at Capital One “turbocharged” the organization,” Dallas
Business Journal, August 22, 2017,
bizjournals.com.

tem ventures in each of the areas shaded

The value at stake

dark blue. The ecosystems springing up

Why can the ecosystem strategy be so

around B2B marketplace, wealth and pro-

powerful for banks? Primarily because it

tection, B2C marketplace, and housing

puts them firmly on a path to improved

seem to be the most relevant for the

profit in their core business in two ways.

banks that have taken these preliminary

First, a powerful platform will help retain

steps, and potentially the ones with im-

customers and improve cross-selling and

mediate revenue potential. In these sys-

could add 1.9 percentage points to ROE.

tems, banks can often charge

Second, with a network of partners and a
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Exhibit 13

Banks around
the world are
starting to
provide
customers with
distinctive
end-to-end
experiences

Frequency of at-scale solutions
High
Medium
Low
B2B
marketplace

Wealth and
protection

B2C
marketplace

Housing

Mobility

Health

North
America

Western
Europe

Asia Pacific

Africa and
South America

Eastern
Europe

Source: McKinsey & Company analysis

digitally-sophisticated platform, banks

at multiples similar to those of technology

can acquire customers for a fraction of

companies. There is some potential for a

the cost they are used to. Partners with

virtuous circle, as excellence in digital

big customer bases present extraordinary

banking can create a “halo effect” for

opportunities. With good data, banks

other digital services and vice versa. Cus-

can develop insightful underwriting

tomers that enjoy a digitized mortgage

strategies. Lower acquisition costs will lift

experience, for example, might be more

ROE by 0.5 to 1.0 percentage points, in

willing to try a bank's full suite of housing

our estimate.

offerings. These effects are not included
in our estimate, however.

New non-banking revenues are less certain. It is likely that only the most suc-

We estimate that a successful ecosystem

cessful banks will fully attain the potential.

strategy including these non-banking rev-

But any revenues that banks add will require little or no regulatory capital, offering

enues would raise ROE into the mid-teens,
for the most successful banks (Exhibit 14).

high-margin returns. Moreover, it is possi-

No bank has done this yet, so our esti-

ble that the revenues from non-banking

mates are derived from an analysis of pre-

activities will be valued by capital markets

vious technology adoptions, the
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Exhibit 14

Banks that
execute a
successful
ecosystem
strategy could
restore their
ROE to double
digits

Return on average equity – for an average bank with a successful ecosystem strategy
10.6–14.0

0.5–3.4
0.7

0.5–1.0

9.3
8.6
7.7

1.9

4.1
2.5

10.1–10.6

2016
New reality

Change in
macro
drivers

2025
No disruption
steady-state

Effect of
margin
reduction
before
mitigation

2025
Productivity
improvements Post
digitization
through
digitization

Boost to core
revenue via
margin
improvement

Digital disruption
and banks’
industrialization effort
1

Beyond
Acquire
banking
new
customers
at lower cost

Upside from successful
ecosystem strategy

Average results across sectors and geographies, generally more severe in consumer finance, payments, and AM/WM sectors (up to 20%+ in UK and Japan)

Source: SNL, McKinsey Panorama – Global Banking Pools

economics of digital banks, fintechs and

be an additional 0.9 percentage points

platform companies, and interviews with

of ROE (Exhibit 15, page 40).

Consider what a successful ecosystem

■ A large bank might elect to participate

play might look like for two hypothetical

assets in place and makes the right

banks. In both cases, we have estimated

moves, it might add 6.8 percentage

the full potential; we think it more likely

points to its ROE.

bankers and McKinsey experts.

that banks can achieve half that:

■ A medium-sized bank chooses to par-

in three ecosystems. If it has the right

The strategic choice
We do not assert that ecosystem opera-

ticipate in a single ecosystem, e.g.,

tors will conquer every banking market. In

housing. Assume that it meets the pre-

many cases, it seems likely that banks

requisites for success, builds the nec-

can successfully defend their industrial

essary skills, and executes well. It can

borders for a few years. For example,

expect to capture up to 15 percent of

some big national banks that offer a fairly

its ecosystem, which itself captures 15

comprehensive set of services are pro-

percent of all the housing-related rev-

ducing returns that exceed the cost of eq-

enues in the region. The result would

uity. Such banks might legitimately

2025
Successful
ecosystem
strategy
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Exhibit 15

Over time
critical-mass
ecosystem
participation can
create highly
varied but
significant
revenue uptick

Scenario 1:
Medium-sized bank successful in
1 ecosystem

Scenario 2:
Large bank an important participant in
3 ecosystems

+0.9 pp

+6.8pp

B2B marketplace
+3.1%
B2C marketplace
+2.5%
Housing
+1.2%

+0.9%
Underlying
assumption

15%
Ecosystem’s share
in economy

15%
Ecosystem’s share
in economy

1x

3x
20%

15%
Bank’s share in
the ecosystem

1x

Bank’s share in
the ecosystem

3x

Source: McKinsey & Company analysis

postpone a reckoning with the platform

balance sheets, as they lend to compa-

companies and stick with their current

nies with stronger customer relationships.

business model for a few years longer.

This model is narrowly focused on whole-

In other markets, it is possible that as
ecosystems develop, they will infringe only
slightly or not at all on banks’ products
and services. And even in markets where
banking comes under attack by digital
companies, participating in the ecosystem
may not be the best move for every institution. Many banks will not have the right
starting combination of assets, including
trust and customer data, and also regulatory freedom and scale. For them, two
other options are available.

sale activities. China Industrial Bank is
creating a platform to help smaller banks
manage assets and liabilities, liquidity,
capital, and even IT. The model is not too
different from the classic asset management model of manufacture and distribution. In fact, China Industrial Bank also
helps banks package their assets into
wealth management products they can
sell to their customers. Today, many
banks are considering this option. Pricing
is a concern: if banks are cut out of the
primary customer relationship, can they

One, the white-label balance sheet opera-

set prices high enough to make a return?

tor, will see banks greatly expand their

In many cases, the answer is yes. Banks
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with a strong share of a region’s capital

participate. They can jump into systems

can still enjoy adequate pricing power.

created by others, or can potentially cre-

A second option is to become a focused
or specialized bank that concentrates on
either a business line (e.g., affluent or private banking, or investment banking), a
specific segment of the banking value
chain, a product category, a geography, a
customer segment, or a service model,
such as the stand-alone digital bank. Airbank, a Czech digital-only bank, has already reached breakeven. UBS has
elected to focus on wealth and asset
management. A major Chinese regional
bank has zeroed in on a couple of agricultural sub-segments. Banks that choose
the focused play will be stepping back
from the ecosystem opportunity and will
typically have to reduce their scope of activities considerably. Through a combination of moves, focused players can
preserve their margins and bottom lines,
though probably not their growth. Several

ate an ecosystem from scratch. They
might adopt one role in a given ecosystem and another in a different system.
Moreover they might take a certain stance
in one partnership and a different one
elsewhere. To think through their options,
banks should take stock of their assets
and capabilities to see what they have to
offer in each of three areas of the ecosystem: the customer interface (where strong
brands and relationships are needed), intellectual property (such as outstanding
customer data, bearing in mind the
changes to come with PSD2, or superior
technology), and operations (where skills
in managing technology, loyalty systems,
coupons, distributed ledgers, and other
activities are paramount). These three
areas correspond roughly to the traditional elements of the business system:
marketing, R&D, and manufacturing.

institutions are piloting digital-only corpo-

The most basic ecosystem strategy calls

rate banks, aiming for best-in-class serv-

for the bank to join a partner’s platform

ice, multi-channel capability, and 24/7

as a participant, primarily to cross-sell to

availability through a virtual RM. To deliver

new customers. If the bank’s back-office

on these aims, they are automating credit

skills are strong, it might instead provide

decisions below specified thresholds and

capital and banking services to platform

innovating new products, such as a pay-

players. Or it might gain a toehold by sim-

roll solution delivered through an online

ply buying customer data and later some

self-service module.

technology and other intellectual property.
To participate successfully, banks will

Tiger by the tail

likely have a significant cost advantage or

But for those banks that are strongly en-

perhaps some unique resource (most ob-

dowed with the right capabilities and the

viously a banking license in areas where

aspiration to achieve industry-leading

these are hard to come by). They will not

profits, the ecosystem strategy offers the

need strong technology, other intellectual

best chance of success. Banks can

property, or particularly strong customer

choose the degree to which they want to

relationships.
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Consider Orange Finance, the collabora-

This is the role that Tencent’s Wechat

tion between Orange Poland, a telco, and

platform is filling so well. Its platform

mBank. This service makes it easier for

covers ecosystems including mobility

customers to bank on mobile phones and

(through a partnership with Didi), travel

to secure credit. It has attracted 345,000

(where it has joined with eLong, a top

customers, including 165,000 who have

Chinese online travel agency), and dining

applied for credit and 85,000 who have

(where FoodPanda and others provide

set up a savings account. Similarly, The

the products, purchased on the Wechat

Siam Commercial Bank has partnered

platform).

with several local taxi companies to create
SCB Prompt Pay, a money-transfer serv-

Where banks have identified a “white
space” — an unmet customer need —

ice. The bank expects 10,000 taxis to join

and no strategic partner can be found,

this year and sees the project as a pilot to

they can create a new ecosystem. To do

encourage broad use of their money-

this successfully, banks have to build their

transfer service.

own platform and digital services to meet
the perceived needs. Ping An did this,

Where banks have identified a
“white space” — an unmet
customer need — and no strategic
partner can be found, they can
create a new ecosystem.

when it developed digital services for customers to schedule doctors’ appointments or swap houses during the
holidays. The Chinese insurance giant
also acquired some digital service
providers and established a platform of
services that it owns and provides.
Healthcare, auto, housing and banking
services are available from Ping An sub-

A second and deeper strategy calls for
banks to take on the difficult challenge of
meshing their business system with those
of partners as an orchestrator. Where
high-quality partners can be found in adjacent sectors (such as telecoms or
transport), banks can build a platform
that connects third-party services between these sectors and banking and
provides a seamless customer experience. To do this well, banks will need
strong technology, customer data and

sidiaries to its more than 350 million online customers.

Essential capabilities for success
in an ecosystem world
Any bank that wants to succeed in the
age of bits and bytes will want to ensure it
has digital chops. But achieving success
in an ecosystem world requires more.
Banks need to have the speed and flexibility to change shape in response to a fluid
environment.

other IP, and healthy relationships with

As a first step, banks must work to incul-

customers.

cate a new mindset in their organizations.
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There are good reasons why banks are
often described as stodgy and conservative.

■ Modernize the bank’s IT to unleash the
value of data.

But banks that are afraid to experiment, to
stumble, to even occasionally fall cannot
hope to succeed in the years to come.

Organization: New structures, new
mindsets

Drastic improvement requires drastic

For its structure, the digital-ready bank can

changes. Banks need to accelerate their

look to companies like Haier, the Chinese

pace and focus relentlessly on getting

industrial firm, which has taken to heart the

things done. Many banks think they cannot

concepts of open innovation.27 It flattened

possibly do more than they are currently

its structure, which had two main effects:

doing. But more is precisely what is needed. streamlining decision making and making
sure that everyone in the company is more
closely connected to the customer. And it

There are good reasons why
banks are often described as
stodgy and conservative. But
banks that are afraid to
experiment, to stumble, to even
occasionally fall cannot hope to
succeed in the years to come.

reconceived its business as two interconnected groups. One is the corporate platform, including all the resources that the
business needs: R&D, manufacturing, finance, marketing, and so on. The other is a
set of “micro-enterprises” — teams dedicated to listening closely to customers, developing products and nurturing them to
sustained success. Micro-enterprise teams
are entrepreneurial, as the name suggests,
and use agile ways of working — much like
ING does in its corporate center.28 Haier set
up more than 200 micro-enterprises, half of

Beyond the change in mental models, we

them with revenue of more than RMB 100

see four essential steps to ecosystem

million ($15 million). These structural

success:

changes had much to do with its annual

■ Organize into two main units — a platform of vital resources and an at-scale

“incubator,” operated as a venture-capital unit

27

28

Neelima Mahajan, “Haier is
disrupting itself — before someone
else does,” CKGSB Knowledge, Cheung
Kong Graduate School of Business,
October 2016, ckgsb.org.
“ING’s agile transformation,”
McKinsey Quarterly, January 2017,
mckinsey.com.

■ Create a culture that encourages trans-

parency and entrepreneurship and align
KPIs and the compensation structure ac-

cordingly

■ Actively form and rigorously manage

multiple partnerships across ecosystems

revenue gains of 27 percent and annual
profit increases of 20 percent, in the 11
years from 2005 to 2016.
To form these types of teams, banks could
establish an “incubator” that considers
proposals, allocates budget and encourages teams to draw on the platform to get
what they need. One technique that both
Haier and Ping An use is to set teams in
competition with one another to see which
team can best address a demonstrated
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customer need. Another idea, the open

core business, to keep it separate from

workspace, can help the bank develop

other businesses. They might want to do

the kinds of informal knowledge networks

so anyway to limit risk exposure and be-

that often make or break such projects.

cause the two types of businesses will

Google Hangouts are a digital way to

require different performance metrics. To

loosely organize informal networks.

create fertile ground for innovation,

Google is also a big believer in the video-

banks should look beyond ROI to con-

conference: it says that on an average day, sider each business’s long-term potential
it holds 25,000 of them.

and the contribution it makes to the customer experience.

Banks need to allocate and shift
resources as circumstances
change to stay ahead of a rapidly
changing marketplace.

People and culture: More
entrepreneurs, fewer bankers
Banks’ current talent pool is naturally
skewed toward the skills that make for a
successful banker: financial expertise, risk
awareness, sales acumen. But the seismic shifts underway mean that banks
need other skills, and soon. In our view,

For such agile micro-enterprises to flour-

within a decade or so, two-thirds of bank

ish, banks need to operate the incubator

employees will likely be technology and

as venture capitalists would. Banks are

data specialists, and just one-third will be

expert at calculating risk to the tenth deci-

people with the traditional banking skills.

mal point. But they are less comfortable
with risks that are hard to quantify. A ven-

Sourcing, training and retaining this new

ture capital mindset would help them nav-

talent will obviously be critical. This in-

igate these new challenges. VCs have no

cludes developers, designers and data

problem with multiple failures, so long as
there are exponential winners to pay for
them. Banks need to allocate and shift resources as circumstances change to stay
ahead of a rapidly changing marketplace.
Ping An budgets about 1 percent of group
profits to invest in new ideas.

scientists, where a supply gap has
emerged and will likely endure or even
grow over the next decade. But the effort should also include talented entrepreneurs, as well as experts in
operations, processes and industries.
Banks will be hiring for many of these
roles through their partnerships and ac-

In fact, banks can go further and apply

quisitions. Once again, Google is show-

the same kind of VC-like scrutiny to their

ing the way, through its “smart creatives”

portfolio of businesses. They might start

approach to hiring: it looks for people

by looking separately at their regulated

with distinctive technical ability, business

and non-regulated activities. Regulation

sense and the creative impulse to chal-

might require banks to ring-fence their

lenge the status quo.
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Banks should start now to build the en-

tives are tied to a formula — 50 percent

trepreneurial, open culture needed to at-

is based on performance and 50 percent

tract new talent and keep them engaged. on values, such as customer-centricity.
Google helps teams align their objectives clearly through weekly and quar-

Partnerships

terly communications. It values peer

It is unlikely that banks can get where

feedback more heavily than managers’

they need to be under their own power.

comments in its regular 360° perform-

They will have to take on new partners

ance assessments. And a “thank you”

and acquire digital firms to add skills in

app allows peers to register their appre-

technology and in the new businesses

ciation for one another — and every

they want to enter. Alibaba, Baidu, Ten-

such acknowledgment lifts the recipi-

cent — all have entered into a dozen or

ent’s salary by $100.

more partnerships, adding capabilities at
every turn. In capital markets, some
banks are partnering with non-bank mar-

It is unlikely that banks can get
where they need to be under their
own power. They will have to take
on new partners and acquire
digital firms to add skills in
technology and in the new
businesses they want to enter.

ket-makers and high-frequency traders to
defray tech spend, access their algorithms, and bypass legacy infrastructure
to capture their partners’ cost per trade.
To do this well, banks will need to
choose among a range of models, including commercial arrangements in
which they buy what they need, strategic
alliances involving exchanges of data and
other assets, and equity-based partnerships including investments, joint ventures and acquisitions. Banks will need

At Alibaba, a vibrant culture features tol-

industrial-scale partnerships and M&A

erance for failure, an esteem for peer

capabilities executed at high speed to

learning, and a collegial non-hierarchy.

reach deeply into dozens of industries to

The company does not use names; rather, find the skills they need.
“Alipeople” choose their own nickname,
many of them drawn from kung fu novels.
Work schedules are voluntary and left to
employees’ discretion. The company
uses powerful incentives to encourage
the behaviors it needs. Twenty percent of
stock grants are distributed to the entire
workforce, not just managers. And incen-

For this to work, banks must have clear
partnership goals: firm ideas about what
they want to do, with whom, and how to
do it. We suggest a three-step process:

■ Find the right fit. A prospective partner should be able to demonstrate a

sustainable business model and finan-
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cial stability. The best digital companies have an ultra-clear value proposi-

■ Execute. Banks need to consider the

partner’s culture and structure and not

tion to their customers; this must align

assume that the venture needs to in-

with the bank’s core business and its

volve all of the partner company. Ten-

planned expansions. The partner's’

cent, for example, focuses intently on

mix of capabilities and assets should

the products it wants to add. Cultural

yield some easily grasped synergies.

considerations include speed of work.

For example, an ideal partner will have

Digital companies move much faster

a large user base within geographies

than banks, which will have to learn

and sectors that match the bank’s

how to match their partners’ processes

strategic direction.

and ways of working.
Data and technology

Digital companies move
much faster than banks,
which will have to learn how to
match their partners’ processes
and ways of working.

As a first step, banks must find ways
around the problems presented by IT systems that are sometimes 30 or 40 years
old. The challenge is compounded by the
imminent arrival of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in Europe,
which will put banks on the hook to better
account for, manage and share their cus-

■ Develop an operating model. Data
ownership is a paramount consideration; banks will need to be clear from
day one on who owns what. Another is

29

Daniel Mikkelsen, Kayvaun
Rowshankish, Henning Soller, and
Kalin Stamenov, “Tackling GDPR
compliance before time runs out,”
McKinsey on Risk, August 2017,
mckinsey.com.

tomers’ data.29 Modernizing the bank's
technology is essential to capturing the
efficiencies of digitization and to prepare
for the ecosystem world. Modernization
has three primary thrusts.

expertise. From a distance, it is difficult

A chief concern is the operating model.

to understand exactly what kinds of ex-

Banks must shift to high-performing,

pertise (in digital marketing, analytics,

cross-functional, fully agile teams. Simul-

etc.) digital partners might have. Banks

taneously they must realign business and

will have to look closely and inventory

technology ownership, and funding mod-

these skills, then develop an operating

els, with the value at stake. Second, they

model to get the most out of them. If

must lay a foundation for continuous inte-

the partnership does not yield all the de-

gration and delivery, by automating the

sired competencies, banks should de-

software development cycle, including au-

velop a back-up plan to tap other

tomation of tests, releases, provisioning

companies. Finally, banks must ensure

and monitoring. The third thrust concerns

commitment from both sides, likely by

the data architecture. At most banks, it

involving senior leadership early.

must be overhauled, to promote agility,
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scalability and innovation. Two technolo-

also lift their data management practices

gies are critical to these goals: cloud, and

to the next level. Best-in-class data prac-

open banking.

tices can enable the analytics that are so

Cloud computing is now de rigueur for
most large banks and companies. The

vital to the digital bank and unleash the
full value of data.

trend has been well documented. But the

Succeeding in an ecoystem world re-

potential of the cloud is nowhere nearly

quires excellence across the value chain,

exhausted. Digital companies that rely on

from data ingestion, to clean-up, to

the cloud are demonstrating extraordinary

quality management, and finally to the

gains in productivity. China’s Webank says

analytics tools that enable insight.

that its IT costs per user are just 5 to 20

Banks are making significant moves

percent of competing banks. Similarly, Ali-

across all dimensions. BBVA is leading

pay has reduced its cost per transaction

the way in data collection. Data Repub-

to just RMB 0.02 (or three-tenths of a U.S. lic, a subsidiary of Westpac, is doing the
cent), well below rivals’ costs.
same in data aggregation. It has created
Webank’s approach merits closer exami-

a data marketplace that is now produc-

nation. Its hybrid cloud architecture uses

ing new revenue for the bank. In analyt-

open-source technologies and cloud-

ics, Ant Financial has used big-data

based hardware. Its systems are loosely

techniques to provide working capital to

coupled to avoid the systemic risks of

small merchants that were rejected by

centralization. The hybrid system is de-

traditional banks; it has made $117 bil-

signed to meet the goals of cost efficiency,

lion in loans in four years, and broke

availability and risk avoidance, by exploit-

even after 12 months. Taobao’s Shengy-

ing the tools of scalability and modularity.

icanmou (Business Advisor) service,

The bank’s team of more than a thousand

which provides analytics service with a

people is 60 percent focused on IT; the

user-friendly dashboard to its vendors,

others are general staff needed for a bank-

uses transaction data analysis to pro-

ing business. It deploys its staff in agile

vide its customers with insights on sales

teams of 10 or so, including business ana-

performance, industry macro trends,

lysts, software developers, analytics

and consumer preferences. It is already

quants and quality-assurance managers.

providing insights to its clients on more

All work to deliver rapid, flexible solutions

than 6 million of their customers.

for the businesses they serve. Webank
can expand any given service in one day
and run a newly-acquired data platform on
its systems within a month.

Public concerns about how organizations
procure, use and ultimately own customer
data are growing, and new regulation that
provides consumers with privacy protec-

Data engineering and advanced ana-

tions is accompanying the explosion in

lytics. As banks modernize their IT and

new data. For instance, the EU's GDPR

revamp their architectures, they should

will strengthen online privacy rights and
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harmonize data-protection rules. Banks

pose deficiencies and inform remediation,

must be sure to maintain appropriate data

and lineage and metadata to ensure au-

standards and policies, as well as robust

thorized sourcing and use.

remediation programs.

■

■

■

In response to privacy regulations and to

In the coming years, banks must continue

capture the business opportunities, leading

to build digital capabilities and skills. But

banks are establishing enterprise-wide

the rapid pace of digitization means that

governance capabilities. These include

banks must also rethink their business

councils to drive consistent decisions, ac-

models for the ecosystem era. We hope

countability models to enforce natural

that this report provides useful ideas to

points of ownership, common taxonomies

bank leaders, as they seek to address the

and dictionaries to ensure transparency of

threats and capitalize on the opportunities

data and its use, quality measures to ex-

of the digital age.
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Appendix
Definition of metrics and common terms
1. Return on equity (ROE). Total accounting net income after taxes divided by average total equity
2. Revenue before risk. Revenues before loan loss provisions
3. Revenue margin. Revenues before risk cost divided by average total assets
5. Risk cost (margin). Loan loss provisions divided by average assets
6. Cost-to-income ratio. Operating expenses divided by total revenue pools before
annual provisions for loan losses
7. Capital ratio. Tier 1 ratio, calculated as Tier 1 capital/risk-weighted assets
8. Loan-to-deposit ratio. Total non-securitized customer-lending volumes divided by
total customer-deposit volumes
9. Price-to-book value or ratio (P/B). Market capitalization divided by average total
equity less goodwill
10. Fintechs. Financial technology firms/technology innovations in the financial sector,
originating from start-ups, banks and non-bank players

Databases used in this study
Three primary databases were used to derive the data aggregates presented in this report.
Panorama—Global Banking Pools (GBP). A proprietary McKinsey asset, Global
Banking Pools is a global banking database, capturing the size of banking markets in
more than 90 countries from Kazakhstan to the United States, across 56 banking
products (with seven additional regional models covering the rest of the world). The
database includes all key items of a balance sheet and income statement, such as volumes, margins, revenues, credit losses, costs, and profits. It is developed and continually updated by more than 100 McKinsey experts around the world, who collect and
aggregate banking data from the bottom up. The database covers the client-driven
business of banks, while some treasury activities such as asset/liability management
or proprietary trading are excluded. It captures an extended banking landscape as opposed to simply summing up existing bank revenues, including not only activities of
traditional banks but also of specialist finance players (for example, broker/dealers,
leasing companies, and asset managers). Insurance companies, hedge funds and private-equity firms are excluded. The data covered for each country refer to banking
business conducted within that region (for example, revenues from all loans extended,
deposits raised, trading conducted, or assets managed in the specific country). The
data cover 18 years in the past (2000–17) and 7 years of forecasts (2018E–25E).
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Panorama—FinTech. A proprietary McKinsey asset, Panorama FinTech is a curated
multi-dimensional searchable database cataloguing financial technology (Fintech) innovations globally. The database contains more than 3,000 Fintech innovations from
around the world categorized across eight dimensions relevant to banks and insurers,
such as customer segment, banking product and value-chain segment. It has deepdive profiles on more than 1,000 of these innovations, including key functionalities, distinctive features, impact potential and achievements to date. The database is
developed and maintained by a team of Fintech experts and is continually expanded
based on the latest research findings.
SNL Financial. A database of the key profit-and-loss, balance-sheet, and other financial metrics of big banks. Our analyses are made on aggregated figures from the top
1000 banks by assets. All banks are clustered individually into countries (based on
their domicile) and regions. The data cover six years (2010–15), with a varying number
of banks available in different years.
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